CPC PROCESS: DC-0003

1. CPC Req'd > 25K
   - Yes: Notify Requestor of UPC Requirements
   - No: Go to processes DC-0001, DC-0001.1

   - Requestor agrees to Proceed, redesign or close
     - Yes: Proceed
     - No: Redesign
       - Redesign per DC-0001, DC-0001.1

   - CPC Approval
     - Yes: CPC Closes Project
     - No: Redesign
       - Redesign per DC-0001, DC-0001.1

   - Submit for Funding per DC-0001, DC-0001.1

   - Cancel 1.B.1
   - Proceed 1.B.3
   - No Redesign 1.C.3

   - UPC requires redesign / further info

   - No 1.C.2
   - Go to processes DC-0001, DC-0001.1

   - UPC Closes Project